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Components 1, 2, 9
Lead: Sharlene Sayegh
Members:
Juliet Hidalgo (Components 1 & 9)
Tracey Mayfield (Component 2)

Theme 1: Intellectual Achievement
Lead: Jody Cormack
Members:
1. David Stewart
2. Curtis Bennett
3. Lorin Johnson
4. Omar Prudencio-Gonzalez / Helen Rodriguez

Theme 2: Inclusive Excellence
Lead: John Hamilton
Members:
1. Kerry Johnson
2. Jessica Pandya

Theme 3: The Public Good
Lead: Sharlene Sayegh
Co-Lead: Kerry Klima
Members:
1. Ted Kadowaki / Tracey Richardson
2. Norbert Schürer / Pei-Fang Hung
3. Sharon Olson